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TDN Fax-on-Demand
Don’t wait one more minute 

to get a resend of your TDN.
Call our Fax-On-Demand line, (732) 559-9595 and enter your
6-digit user id from either your fax machine or any phone line.

Enter the fax number where you’d like the paper to be
delivered, and it will be sent immediately.

(Don’t know your user id? Give us a call at 732-747-8060 
and we’ll tell you what it is.)   

THIS COMPLIMENTARY SERVICE IS AVAILABLE TO 
EVERY SUBSCRIBER (FAX AND EMAIL).

Wednesday, Fairyhouse, Ireland
IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF BROWNSTOWN S.-G3,
i80,000, Fairyhouse, 6-30, 3yo/up, f/m, 7fT, 1:28.15,
gd/fm.
1--#@BERG BAHN (IRE), 123, f, 3, by Big Bad Bob (Ire)

1st Dam: Ski For Me (Ire), by Barathea (Ire)
2nd Dam: Ski For Gold (GB), by Shirley Heights (GB)
3rd Dam: Quest, by The Minstrel

   (i1,600 yrl '08 TATFLT). O-Anamoine Ltd;
   B-Windflower Overseas Holdings Inc; T-Ger Lyons;
   J-Keagan Latham; i52,000. Lifetime Record:
   6-2-0-1, i93,032. Werk Nick Rating: B+.
   Click for the eNicks report and 5-cross pedigree.
   *1st SW for sophomore sire (by Bob Back).
2--Velvet Flicker (Ire), 123, f, 3, Fasliyev--Velvet Appeal
   (Ire), by Petorius (Ire). (i40,000 yrl '08 GOFMIL).
   O-Mrs Kevin Prendergast; B-Glashare House Stud;
   T-Kevin Prendergast; i16,000.
3--Miss Gorica (Ire), 132, m, 6, Mull of Kintyre--
   Allegorica (Ire), by Alzao. (i16,000 yrl '05 TATIRE). 
   O-G Tierney; B-Miss A R Byrne; T-Joanna Morgan;
   i8,000.
Margins: 1 1/4, HF, 1. Odds: 14-1, 25-1, 12-1.
Also Ran: Distinctive (GB), Sent From Heaven (Ire),
Bewitched (Ire), Kitty Kiernan (GB), Queen of Troy (Ire).
Scratched: Monivea (Ire).
   Berg Bahn, who like her owner/breeder's Epsom Oaks
heroine Snow Fairy (Ire) (Intikhab) was bought back as
a yearling for under i2,000 at Tattersalls Ireland, made
a splash at Meydan during the Carnival when a closing
third in the Feb. 11 Listed UAE 1000 Guineas on
Tapeta. She may have found the 9 1/2 furlongs of the
Listed UAE Oaks too far when fourth a fortnight later,
and her only subsequent effort when weakening late in
Royal Ascot's Listed Sandringham H. June 16 con-
vinced connections to shorten her up. Restrained early
in fifth racing against the fence, the bay was angled out
as the long-time leader Miss Gorica attempted to give
her rivals the slip inside the final quarter. Reeling her in
in the final 150 yards, the homebred asserted as Velvet
Flicker reached top gear too late. Racing Post chart.

   As Tim Capps wrote in his recent Op/Ed (Finding a
Way Forward for Horse Racing, TDN, June 25, 2010)
"people who love racing in America Y are more con-
cerned about its health, well-being and, above all fu-
ture, than at any time in the writer's increasingly
lengthy memory." Concern, however, is not enough.
We need active love.
   This is clearly a time for people who love racing to
speak up, to find a way to make their voice heard, and
to get involved. In this time of current crisis, it is not
OK for those who love the sport to go about business
as usual, while passively watching (or conveniently
ignoring) our steady qualitative and quantitative decline.
It is not OK to do nothing, any more than it is OK to
stand by on the sidewalk and look on while someone is
being mugged or beaten. (In this instance, hands-on
horsemen, racehorse owners, bettors, and our equine
athletes are the ones being mugged and beaten). 
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Op/Ed Feedback cont.

   And, as members of an intertwined Thoroughbred
community, it is also not OK to mind our own business
while the business of others goes down the drain along
with the sport as we know it or wish it to be.
   Although much damage has already been done, we
still have a tiny window of opportunity to create the
kinds of changes that can make a difference, but we
need people across all strata to join hands and work
actively togetherYor get out of the way. Dylan's great
American ballad still has sway after nearly 50 years,
"get out of the way if you can't lend a hand, the times
they are a'changin."
   A few recent events reflect a growing awareness that
change must occur: several racing commissioners con-
tinue to talk about a partial compact; a large number of
internet blogs have been spawned that target important
issues; Bobby Kulina and his team at Monmouth de-
signed a risky but innovative new paradigm for their
race meet; an unusually large number of individuals (28)
ran for the Breeders' Cup board, presumably to help it
become more than a two-day event that is largely un-
known to the general public, etc. But we need many
more initiatives that target the lack of cohesion and
innovation that defines our industry.
   In particular, we need our younger, technology-driven
generation of horsemen (those who will inherit this
sorry complex of fractionated interests and general
dysfunction), to mobilize their IT acumen and social
networking platforms in order to shake up the "status
quo," create virtual horseracing games and experiences,
laser the moss off the Trustees Room at Belmont Park
and other rooms like it, breathe down the necks of
racing commissioners, and sculpt a
future for themselves and the sport
they love. The bar has been set low by
their elders, and they can do much
better if they organize effectively and
develop imaginative strategies. Toward
that end, a recently formed organiza-
tion called Vision 20/20 (a group of
young horse professionals under the
age of 40) gives a glimmer of hope for
a better tomorrow.
   Unless our young people can figure a
way out through the maze of fiefdoms
and disparate rules and regulations, we
will soon have status similar to boxing.
Tim Capps, on the other hand, takes
an historian's perspective and believes
that "a turn-around WILL come and
perhaps is already underway." I don't
see it and I don't believe it. Our funda-
mentals were in serious decline before the recession
and financial crisis hit the general economy, and the
notion that our horse business will "come back" with
the overall economy (when and if that happens) ap-
pears to be nothing more than wishful thinking.

   In my opinion, an historical view does not apply to
our current circumstance. We have never been here
before. Our problems in combination are severe and

unique within the history of American
racing: intense competition for the
gambling dollar from superior market-
ers in other wagering venues; a loss of
fans and TV exposure to major sports
(we are now a minor sport and slip-
ping); a broken simulcast and racing
model that deprives bettors, owners,
and tracks of a fair return on invest-
ment, and pits them against each
other; a 20-year drain of our top qual-
ity bloodstock to foreign shores; wide-
spread substitution of veterinary inter-
vention for true horsemanship; a drug
problem that persists because of multi-
ple sets of regulations and inadequate
testing and enforcement; a shrinking
fan and owner base; a dual disconnect
between stud fees and breeder profit-

ability on the front end of the production chain, and
between training and vet expenses and purses for own-
ers at the back end; constant scrutiny from animal
rights activists; and, in many instances, the devastation
of having the same people making decisions year after
year.
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Op/Ed Feedback cont.

   For sure, historical or academic perspectives have
their uses. Analyzing what has gone on before may
yield useful insights that can inspire or guide new or
reformulated strategies. And the timeless observation
that "those who do not learn from history are doomed
to repeat it," is a truism that applies to any era. How-
ever, thinking that things will somehow get better
because we have had other downturns and have al-
ways "come back" is a highly speculative use of his-
tory, especially given today's kaleidoscopic set of vex-
ing variables within a fast-paced and rapidly changing
world.
   Squinting through an historical lens reveals the harsh-
est reality of all: we humans have squandered the most
exquisite advantage in all of sport, the equine athlete
and the intrinsic fascination that many humans have for
horses. We have been given a magical gift; but we have
brought no magic of our own.
   Of course, there will always be horse racing. As Tim
Capps wrote, "people are not going to stop liking
horses, or enjoying seeing them run, or wanting to bet
on the outcome." However, the landscape for the next
Tim Capps to write about 20 years from now will be
greatly changed, and many hands-on horsemen (who
generally love horses more profoundly and intimately
than those who watch them or write about them) will
be gone from the scene, unnecessarily.
   Inevitable contraction will recast the sport to resem-
ble earlier eras when it became known as the Sport of
Kings and was almost exclusively a playground for the
powerful and privileged. The only thing different will be
the size of the crowds. We will have a few boutique
meets like that of Keeneland, Del Mar, Saratoga and
Monmouth, and a few big events. Our once thriving
industry that employed tens of thousands of individuals
and accounted for billions of dollars in GDP will be little
more than a club sport for the wealthy, and a national
afterthought that will occasionally catch the public's
eye around a big event or special horse.
   Thus, if you are an industry participant who loves
horses and wants more than this scenario (whether you
are a vet, bloodstock agent, owner, trainer, van driver,
breeder, stallion manager, sales company executive,
farrier, feed man, fence builder, groom, hotwalker, or
alphabet Board member, etc.), you have a responsibility
to yourself and a shared responsibility to others. There-
fore, please ask yourself what you have done today
(and each day) to help make things better for the indus-
try as a whole, and find a way to make your voice
heard. BRob Whiteley may be reach through  
www.liberationfarm.com 

SHEDOESROCK, 5, Storm Boot--Cathedral Rock, by
Meadowlake
Foal born Apr. 23, a colt by Big Brown.
Will be bred back to Mr. Greeley.
Owned by Paul Pompa, Jr., Machmer Hall and
Poindexter Thoroughbreds.
Boarded at Machmer Hall.
Accomplishments: SW.

FIRST GLIMMER, 14, Glitterman--First Stand, by Big Spruce
Foal born May 15, a colt by Medaglia d=Oro.
Will be bred back to Stormy Atlantic.
Owned by MAP #2 mare partnership.
Boarded at Machmer Hall.
Accomplishments: Dam of Exclusive Quality (Elusive
Quality), SW.
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